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Zest For Work
Languished
Between Years

Lassiter

pened in the Minnesota city. It
happened in other cities, too.

Night Will
Be Long
Remembered

- -tudatinued from page If
record in 01-der Book 11, page 54,
employed as Attorney to represent
Calloway County in prosecuting
claim against the State of Kentucky
for destruction of Bridge on road
known as Swift-Headly Road. and
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
"WHEREAS, it appearing to the
court that it was contemplated at United Press Staff Correspondent
the time of such employment that,s.-WASHINGTON
ilfi-The
other
James M. Lassiter would be mild
night will go down as the time the
a reasonable fee for his services,
table fell on Mama.
and
It happened at a banquet at
"WHEREAS, it appearing to the
court that the claim against inc which the Sertoma Club, a nonCommonwealth of Kentucky was profit outfit which stands for "service to mankind" was holding its
prosecuted to a successful conclusion with a recovery of $15.000.- charter meeting here.
Dr. Ralph M. Roberts of Rich00, and
"WHEREAS, it further appear- mond. Va., was shouting the viring to the court that James M. itues of the Sertomas to the rafters.
Lassiter has heretofore been paid He shouted so loud he didn't even
a fee of $1,412.50 for services ten- have to bang the table. The grubdered in connection with this case, board acted on its own accord; it
"WHEREAS, it appearing that folded Its limbs and landed in my
orders of the Fiscal Court here- lady's lap. Order was restored
tofore entered of record do not quickly and Mama didn't even
disclose the payment of a :ee to have a speck of salad dressing on
Mr. Lassiter nor the approval of her gown.
The doctor's point was re-stated
a payment of a fee to Mr. Lassiter.
"NOW, be it resolved by the after a few small boys replaced
Fiscal Court of Calloway County the table. He said the Sestorras
that the payment of $1,412.50 to were renamed four years ago. And
Mr. Lassiter as fee for his services that the parent club. called -The
in connection with the claim be, Co-operative Club," was formeet in
and the same is hereby approved Kansas City, Mo., in 1912. After
that the idea caught on.
of record.
Now professional and business
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVFD.
executives arc members in searly
that court completely exonerate
every big city in America - and
Mr. James M. Lassiter from any
smaller ones, too.
improper conduct in connection
A lot of good has been done
with this claim, and states of recacross the years, and without much
ord that Mr James Lassiter has
fanfare.
been completely within the law in
In various towns. Sertosna slobs
his official acts and conduct in
have provided citations for "conconnection with the prosecution of
spicuous courtesy or safety in the
this claim."
operation of an automobile.'
At Christmas time. the Serroma
clubs help the needy and caie for
the wants of the very young. Last
yule, for instance, in Minneapolis,
the club there canned on a campaign which it called "Dress A
Doll tut Christmas." Some 1500
.
dolls were dressed and that many
little girls were happy It Was the
fourlh year in a row that had hap-

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
By DELOS SMITH
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO., lift
United Press Science Editor
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave, New Yes-k; 307 N Michigan! NEW YORK. Fu
is. tfi -The could the vcid place ponies have
NEW YORK ,t --Between 1941
Ave.. Chicago: 8t.• Bolystoa St., Boston
imponderable business of betting las-dented when Whirlaway. Assault and 1952 "lazy and stubborn- AmI, 1941,
on the horses became even mole and Johnston copped the Kentuc- erican workers incteased from 10
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per complicated today with tho advent ky Derby by from eight to 11 per cent to over 21) per cent of the
month 65c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50; else of nylon shoes for race horses.
lengths eased up.
whole, a social scientist said today.
where. 15.50.
As in the case of ladies' stockimprove.s
two
buck
The
of
He wanted to know what nail
the
We reserve- the riaist to rejecie any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, ings .they run fester. edturally.
se Public Voice it
which in our °Oman are ad for the best interest And this point was proved recently breed can dream, though, of what happened to "tete zest for work- of
gone" or
at the fair grounds race track in might tiev:e happened-ard the these workers-was it
d ad readers.
New Orleans when a 17 to 1 shot bills which might have been paid- was it in "hiding"? It wasn't
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galloped home on top to the dervei had their choices been wearing ny- "gone" entirely, he answered himlon in those photo finishes .which self, but it was going to take a
delight of its scattered backers.
they lost. For most of them, Du lot of looking to find it
SPEA'LAL EvENts
,Appraisers, and geoty in 'Memorial
Exhaustive research has failed Pont got into this thing just a litLISTED FOR FARM. Coliseum.
"Today the moblem, to my
HOME CONVENTION
Thursday: Feb.' 4.' -annual busi- to reveal whether the hayburner tle too late
nund, should be taken as seriously
which
returned
bus
bundle
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a
ness meeting of the Kentucky.
as our defense effort, because, 11
In addition to sessions dealing Federation of Homemakers; allthe majority of us become memwith farm and home problems. a dairy breed luncheon; Utopia club
But the jubilant. and mush
bets of the 'lazy' group and
number of special events have luncheon, fellowship dinner_ and wealthier,
proprietors of this aniworse. America cannot , fail to
been seheduled for the annual recognition of outstanding, rural mal were quicker with
suffer eventually the fate si 'lazy,'
their footFarm end Home Cunventien at the churches. and basketball genie in gear facts
than a lady woe weal.
disillusioned France. which tell so
University of Kentucky at Lee- Mernurial Colts-inn.
a SIZe four'eshoe on a size sla
easily before hard-working tierFriday. Feb 5. mestins of the Lao*. The note
n:10ton Feb 2-5. Some of them are:
many." said Rexford Heiaey. of
outdated ahiminum
- -"Monday morning, let) I Board directors of the Kentucky Federa- shoes, they sneered, weigh onethe University of Pennsylvania.
lien'
of
international
16ornernakers
FederaKentucky
meeting of the
quarter pound while the nylon
luncheon.
Hersey conducted a scientific
boo of Homemakers.
sandals or scandals, weigh only
Other organi=tiens to meet durstudy of the on-job and -off-job
pieeday night. Feb 2. dinnef
two ounces.
behavior and attitudes ot groups
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No
Association.. Kentucky . daisy cattle
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Master
Farm
Wednesday. Feb. 3.
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are already growing in green- looped es enly over the bottom of
problem; be said "Home, church,
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man himself" were all needed to
house. why not bu:1d an electric seeds are sown, or it may be coydo it.
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Hersey
has
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best thing'
soil on which you place fiats or
Anyone who can use a ham- pots in which the seed are sown.
studies in a book. "The Individual
mer and saw can do this A coldIn Industrial Relations," which is
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In Nashville and in other towns,
camps for Girl Scouts are sponsored. There ALSO were weekend
cutinga; boating, swimming, and
ca.naing. The Boy Scouts are not
neglected either.
The clubs also are providing
Special printings of the Declaration
independence to millions if
scnool children in educational programs each year.
As the leaaers ut the Serturna
clubs put it, "Service to youto is
an important objective of the Sias
turns Club."
A lot of boys had a lot of WOCK
to do - and they kind of liked it.
In the first year at the youtA employment service, their total return was $71,796.65. That was fur
to a heap of money in sunder
one town. Glendale, Calif. Other
Sertuma clubs mast have piled up
projects around the country.
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(Starting Seeds Good Fun
and Teaches Garden Skill
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Laundry -

Cleaners

South Side Court Square

PAIS. NS, Lans, rw

$25 - $50 - Up To $300
On Auto, Furniture
Livestock or Signature
IMMO Nell Sullivan (above) Is
the first student, blind or sighted, ever to receive a grade of
100 in the New York Stets
Board of Regents teats In cornpreherudve music. He la shown
in New York City, when be la
a student at C1ty college. Sullivan took up music at 12, plays
clarinet and piano In addition to
(international)
saxophone.

Choose Your Way To Repay From
Several Budget Fitting Plans

Friendly Finance - 506 W.Ma.
Phone 1180 Or Come In
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MreffsArvisi
When you're fat away from friends or loved ones,
there's nothing like a long Distance call to bring yoe
near. The sound of warm, familiar voices melts the
miles between - and leaves an extra measure of pleasure at cash enikof the line.

p:cce

4)

I
/

long Distance is quick, friendly and courteous.
And the cost is surprisingly low, especially after 6
every evening and all day Sunday. Isn't there someone miles away who would like,to hear your voice
today?

Southern Bell-7"eleplumt and Telegraph Company
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be pestWorker III—graduation for stenogpipher clerk
must
Social
They
here.
office,
ence or a year of
12.
and the school cook staying all
Feb.
ht
midnig
from aollege; in some positions two year of experi
by
,
maj.ked
night in the school house with the
years of the last ten of full time college; $1.80.
g to take the exdesirin
s
Person
exthe
get
for
not
apply
forty children who could
employment in public social work, Application forms
d ams here next month may
home.
or work in such fields as probation aminations Feb. 27 may be obtaine the cliiy of the examination.
Service
Billy Kingins lost 31 pigs during
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BIG
LAUNDRY
SPECIAL!
Wash, Dry
And Fold

KENT1

the
THE "MILD RECESSION" of

past few months means "the
consumer is no longer a forgotten man," Federal Reserve
Board Chairman William McChesney Martin tells the Joint
Congressional Committee on the
Economic Report in Washing-

ton. Martin's attitude is "caual)
tious optimism." (hiternotion

Down Concord
Way

Harmony Gone

8 drunk
off,
.115co

A PRESENT AND AN INVITATION

Read Our Classifieds

left In
WITH NO HARMONY
their marriage, singers Andy
and Della Russell are divorced
Della
In a Los Angeles court.
(above) said he told her he
wanted a divorce, that she made
him nervous when he sang, and

live.
that be went to Mexico to
the
They sang together before
leternational)
discord.
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BUNNY BREAD May Beco

BUNDLE

20lbs.

99e

With 3 Shirts
Finished 25c
Cash and Carry
lividually Washed1
Fast Service
and dresses
m these bundles finished

nts, shirts
request.

BOONE

tundry

-

Cleaners

auth Side Court Square

D - Up To $300
o, Furniture

1

ck or Signature
• Repay From
tting Plans

506 W.Ma.
Come In

American Bakers Coop Members
Came To See Bunny
'BUNNY MAY
BECOME NATION-WIDE SYMBOL

Bunny may Become

I or loved ones,
call to bring you
voices melts the
neasute of pleasand courteous.
ipecially alter 6
sn't there somehear youl* vOica

Taph Company

Nation-Wilt Symbol
The hopping "Bunny," well
Bunny
known trade - mark for
across
hopping
be
soon
may
Bread,
of the
the nation as the symbol
if
nation's most nutritious bread,
members of the Americat, Bakers'
Cooperative, Inc., and Jack Lewis
reach a
of Bunny Bread of Anna ments.
arrange
on
nt
agreeme
mutual
Members of the bond of direcCotors of the American Bakers'rters
operative, Inc., with headqua

located in Teaneck, .N. J., assembled in Chicago Sunday from many
points in the nation and came to
the home of Bunny Bread, for the
purpose of discussing this nationwide plan with Jack Lewis.
Jack Lange, executive secretary
For the Bakers' Cooperative, speaking for the organization, was high
in praise of the bakery and its operation, stating that Bunny Bread
Bakery is one of the most modern
and efficient bakeries in the midwest.

d
n above with visiting members of the boar
show
is
)
left
reme
(ext
ry
Bake
d
Brea
y
Jack Lewis of the Bunn
Lewis and
. agreement can be reached between Jack
If
ion.
orat
Corp
rs
Bake
ican
Amer
the
of directors of
will be us ed throughout the nation.
the Coop, the fabulous Bunny Trademark

Bunny Bread Baker" has acquired quite a reputation for the rapid
expansion of the bakery and for
quality of products," said Mr.
Lange. "Members of the Cooperative have been interested in inspecting the bakery and learning just
how Mr. Lewis does -this job so
efficiently. We are considering the
idea of nationalizing the trade-mark
'Bunny Bread' in bur nation-wide
organization.
"Bunny Bread brings a good loaf
of bread to the Jtables of the mid-

west and the Bunny tradi mark has
become a dramatization to the
public of a bread most desired
through the spectacular characterization of a domesticated animal, the
bunny, which is so well known
to children.
"The runny Bread trade-mark,
as it is flashed across the screen,
as it appears on roadside signs and
on dealers' buildings, has become
the official identification of a loaf
of bread which is unexcelled in
nutritional value." stated Lange.

Mr. Lange pointed out that the
secret of good merchandising is to
create a thaiacter vshich will
identify the product with the character, stating that Mr. Lewis' characterization of the bunny for this
purpose has appealed to the imagination of children and has created
a desire For Bunny Bread, a desire
s.hieh resulted in a demand for
Bunny Bread V. hen once its excellent taste and nutritional value are
realized.
Mr. Lange stated that if definite

agreement is made with Mr. Lewis
the "Bunny" trademark for Bunny
Bread will be used throughout the
rution. wherever the Ameircan Bakers' Cooperative is represented, as
advertisement for the best bread to
be produced in the nation.
Lange explained that the Bakers'
Cooperative is a non-profit organization formed for the benefit of all
bakers, in order that they may cooperate with each other in the productiern of'bread for the nation.
Participating in discussions on

arrangements %sere the following
members of the board of directors;
C. W. Swanson, president, Worchester, Mass; William D. 111c1ntyre; rice-president, Eau Claire,
Wis.; H. W. Payette, treasurer,
Burilngton, Vt.., John E. Lange,
secretary, Teaneck, N. J.; George
En.rich, Minneapolis, Minn.; C. S.
Van Vlack, Auburn, N.Y.; Clem
Harris, Johnston, Pa ; and Frederich B. Bryant, attorney, Ithaca,
N.Y.
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Electric Hot-bed Almost
. As Good as Greenhouse

•

Starting Seeds Good Fun
and Teaches Garden Skill

HOW WIRES ARE
EMBEDDED IN SOIL
Mew to install electric heating table'with derirstat in boded.
Plants Kir yorift-1114 garden
are already growing in greenhouses If you would rather grow
than bay them, but lack a green
house. why not bud an electric
heated hotbed, which is the next
best thing'
Anyone who can use a hammer and saw can do this A cold.
frame can be turned into a hot.
bed' by equipping it with a thermostat and heating cable which
costs no more than the manure
which forrrerly was used to
make a hotoed warm.
The frame may be of any
rrensions required to fit an old
sash. if you prefer. and the sash
can be covered with a plastic
substitute for glass, which will
not break. Sink the frarr.e in
the ground five or six inches. re.
moving the sod within it to an
equal depth. and pile the soil
around the outside of the frarr.e
for insulation.
The sash shourcf slant toward
the south, and enjey all-day sunslane. or as mach of it as possible, as this will keep your bill
for current low.
A therrnosta. and cable especially made for hotbeds can be
found at garden supply stores.
The thermostat is set at the min.
trnum ternpereture decred, se
that as soon as the thermometer
falls to that point heat is turned
en. When the temperature rises
to a few degrees above the mini:rum heat is turned off. The eoninc ption of current is so small
Rh hardly noticed en the light Dill.

—The -baiting Cable should be
looped evenly over the bottom of
the frame, and covered with several inches of soil in which tho
seeds are sown: or It may be cove
ere.: with one or two inches of
soil on a latchayou place fiats or
pots- m which the seed are sown.
A special type of cable may be
obtained which can be laid on top
of the sod, and be protected by
a grating of wood slats on which
the flats may stand.
With this simple and inexpensive equipment you will be prepared to grow hundreds of flower
and vegetable plants which will
be ready to transplant into the
garden almost as early as you
could sow seed outdoors.
It
would be usefal as a cold frame
all the year around, in fact, giving shelter from extreme temperature in thevonter. and from the
sun in midsummer to plants
which need this protection.
Flowers started -"early
. Under
protection bloom weeks before
those sown directly in the garden. By growing your own plants
from seed you can select the
varieties and colors you's want
from a long list, without being
limited to the relatively few vandies grown for sale. The same
advantage applies to tomato.
pepper, egg plant and other
vegetables, which are so long in
maturing that as early start is
necessary. With a hotbed you can
be erre of hasatig the varieties
you ake best, and at a big saving.

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK
. ith--Betwern 192b
and 14)52 "lazy' and stubborn' AnteliCan workers incseased irons 10
per cent to over :ID per cent of the
whole, a social scientist said 'today.
He wanted to know what Mai
happened to "the zest for work- of
these workers-was it "gone" or
was it in "hiding"? It wasn't
"gone" entirely, he answered himself, but it was going to take a
lot of looking to find it
"Today the pioblern, to my
mind, should be taken as seriously
as our defense effort, because, 11
the majority of us become membets of the 'lazy' group and
wurse. America cannot tail to
suffer eventually the fate a, 'lazy,'
chaillusioned France, which fell so
easily before hard-working Germany," said Rexford Hetaey, of
the University of Pennsylvania.
Hersey conducted a scientific
study of the on-job and off-job
behavior and attitudes of groups
of Pennsylvania railroad workers
in 19T/ and 1928. He repeated
these studies in the same shops
from 1950 through 1953. ('omparisons of the two sets of _results
were the basis of his conclusions.
One big reason for the increase
of the "lazy and stubborn.' is that
the "boss" has lost his authorityworkers aren't afraid of the "boss"
any more.
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Lassiter
Itontlented from page 11
record in Order Book 11, page 54,
employed as Attorney to represent
Calloway • County in prosecuting
claim against the State of Kentucke
for destruction of Bridge on road
known as Swift-Headly Road, and
"WHEREAS, it appearing to the
court that it was contemplated at
the time of such employment that
James M. Lassiter would be pa:d
a reasonable fee for his services,
and
"WHEREAS, it appearing to the
court that the claim against use
Commonwealth of Kentucky was
prosecuted tip a successful conclusion with a recovery of $15,000.00, and
"WHEREAS, it further appearing to the court that James M.
Lassiter has heretofore been paid
a fee of $1,412.50 for services tendered in connection with this case,
"WHEREAS, it appearing that
orders of the Fiscal Court heretofore entered of record do not
disclose the payment of a :ee to
Mr. Lassiter nor the approval of
a payment of a fee to Mr. Lassiter.
"NOW. be it resolved- -by the
Fiscal Court of Calloway County
that the payment at $1.412.50 to
Mr. Lassiter as fee for his services
in connection with the claim be,
and the same is hereby approved
of record.
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that court completely exonerate
Mr. James M. Lassiter from any
improper conduct in connection
with this claim, and states of reeord that Mr James Lassiter hes
been completely within the law in
his official acts and conduct in
connection with the prosecution of
this claim."

Nevertheless, he added, the attitudes of everyone have changed
since 1929. and "conditions existing
either in the body and mind of
the individual or in his social and
home environment can cause him
to lose any zest for work he may
have had to become a problem
C ase.
"The zest for work" is in "hiding" in the lazy workers, he ?am
because: I. "There
no authority in industry that they reel is
truly concerned with taro' wellbeing. 2. They have "little fear
punitive action the foreman is
afraid of . the Veterans Admin.istration or undue union influence.
in the higher levels of 'he grievance machinery. 3. Lark of -a '
definite, clear-cut tie-in between
increased reward and increased
knowledge or pcoduction. 4. Lack
of "real pleasure- in wo^k and .4
"joy of accomplishment." 5. Lack
of "obvious ideals."
Changing the attitudes of thti
'lazy
- group was a - "eomillesr•
problem; he said. -Home. churah,
trade union, management. and the
man himself- were all ncedeii to
-4
do it.

Night Will
Be Long
Remembered

Serifs ran bc sewn Is yews,
er ea:mica:a . plants can he
Waned sat, or transplanted.

ATLANTA
iit`- An
employe
roused a ourglar Thursday who
had fallen asleep beside a company s safe after a futile attempt
to "crack" it
Police quoted the' employe as
saying the man yawned. asked if
there was "any place around here
you can catch a cab at this time I
en dashed through'
of, day." and then
the "doorway and disappeared.
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With 3 Shirts
Finished 25c
Cash and Carry
Individually Washed!
Fast Service
Pants, shirts and dresses
from these bundles finished
on request.

BOONE
Laundry
South

Side

-

Cleaners

Court Square

$25.- $50- Up To $300
On Auto, Furniture
Livestock or Signature

BAR!) WORK

Noot

In Nashville and in other towns,
camps for Girl Scouts are sponsored. There also were weekend
cutinga; boating, swimming, and
camping The Boy Scouts are not
neglected either.

The cilubs also are pro-viding
special printings of the DeclaraBj HARMAN W. NICHOLS
uon of indepencience to grunions at
United Press Staff Correspondent school children in educational proWASHINGTON • API-The other grams each year.
night will go down as the time the
As the leaciers ot the Sertorna
table tell on Mama.
clubs put it, "Service to youtd is
It happened at a banquet at an important objective of the Set'
which the Sertoma Club, a non- toma Club."
profit outfit which stands for "serA lot of boys had a lot of WOrK
vice to mankind" was holding its
to do - and they kind of liked it.
charter meeting here.
Dr. Ralph M. Roberts of Rich- In the first year of the youth emmond. Va., was shouting the vir- ployment service, their total retues of the Sertomas to the rafters. turn was 871,798.65. That was for
He shouted so loud he didn't even to a heap of money in similar
have to bang the table. The grub- one town. Glendale, Calif. Other
board acted on its own accord; it Serturna clubs mast have piled up
folded its limbs and landed in my projects around the country.
lady's lap. Order was restored
quickly and Mama didn't even
have a speck of salad dressing on
her gown.
The doctor's point was re-stated
after a few small buys replaced
the table. He said the Seitorras
were renamed four years ago. And
that the parent club. called "The
Co-operative Club," was tortne4 in
Kansas City. Nlo., in 1912. After
that the idea caught on.
Now professional and business
executives are members in :warty
every big city in America - ant
smaller ones, too.
A lot of good has been done
across the years, and without much
fanfare.
In various towns. Sertoma dubs
have provided citations for "conspicuous courtesy or safety in the
operation of an automobile.'
At Christmas time, the Sertorna
clubs help the needy and cu.e for
the wants of the very young. Last
yule, for instance. in Minneapolis.
the club there catried on a campaign which it called "Dress A
Doll fur Christmas." Some 1500
dolls were dressed and that many
little girls were happy It was the
fourth year in a row that had hap-

Hersey
has incorporated
his
studies in a book. -The .Individual
In Industrial Relations." which is
to be published this year He adapted a chapter of it for "Mental
Hygiene." organ of the National,
Association tor Mental Health
A wick - watered send box
moist,
keeps the soil
never tee

pened in the Minnesota city. It
happened in other cities, too.

IHIND Nell Sullivan (above) ts
the first student, blind or sighted, ever to receive a grade of
100 In the New York State
Board of Regents tests in comprehensive music. He is shown
In New York City, where be la
a student at City college. Sullivan took up music at 12, playa
clarinet and piano in addition to
saxophone.
(internattorior)

Choose Your Way To Repay From
Several Budget Fitting Plans

Friendly Finance - 506 W.Ma.
Phone 1180 Or Come In

For the lift
of your life...

—

-

THAT "STREETCAR" MAN HAS NEW DESIRE!

•

Marlon Brando,

that :‘Streetcar Named Desire' man has
new desire. It's romance with Mary Murphy in "Thg
Wild One" at the Varsity Theatre starting Tomorrow
two day engagement.
for

a

When you're far away from friends or loved ones,
there's nothing like a long Distance tall to bring you
near. The sound of warm, familiar voices melts the
miles between -and leaves an extra measure of pleasure at each end of the line.

111
:
4A1.

Long Distance is quick. friendly and courteous.
And, the cost is surprisingly low, especially -after 6
erery evening and all day Sunday. Isn't there someone mulct away who would like to hear your voice
today?

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company
"IT

MEANS

SO
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TO

KEEP

IN

TOUCH"
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ed in the Minnesota city. It
peeled in other cities, too.

Nashville and in other towns,
pa for Girl Scouts are spond. There also were weekend
rigs; boating, swimming, and
pint The Boy Scouts are not
levied either.

tlerT
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LAUNDRY
SPECIAL!
Wash, Dry
And Fold
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Ill—graduation for stenographer clerk
Worker
Social
of experience or a year of
from college; in some positions two year
years of the last ten of full time college; $180.
Application forms for the exemployment in public social work,
d
or work in such fields as probation aminations Feb. 27 may be obtaine
Service
or parole, recreation supervisicm at any State Employment
home demonstration or employment
as county agriculttu-al agent may
be substituted for two years of

and the school cook staying all
night in the school house with the
forty children who could not get
home.
Billy Kingins lost 31 pigs during
the cold weather.
Spprtsmanship has to be learned
-- —
in the game of life as well as
State
FEB. 4, 1954
in the ball games.
college: $240.
Until. I have been having tooth
We may not_score much and on
Examiner I—high
Interviewer
aches myself the past week and the farm we miss the goal about
Frankfort, Ky.—Examinations for school graduation; two years of
of
s
method
can
we
if
modern
but
hit,
of
we
in spite
as often as
positions with the State under the last ten in claims taking, personnel
extraction, have nursed a sore just keep a dauntless spirit and
Merit System will be given Satur- management, public relations, embefore
with
never
along
have
I
unes
jaw fur days
take our misfort
day. Feb. '27 at several cities, to ployment
interviewing, clerical
of
de
fortitu
beaten.
the
not
ated
are
really appreci
our blessings, we
be announced soon, and here daily. work or other closely related
pulled
teeth
had
.
my elders who
We are gaining ground
of
a
result
starting March 1. As
fields; each year of college , may
the hard way.
Congratulations to Concord Redthe exams, a list of persons avail- be substituted for a year of expertI can't find where the Bible birds on winning the tournament.
able to fill present and future jobs ence; $210.
says the generations grow weaker The entire school appreciated the
with the Department of Economic
Interviewer Examiner I1—same
and wiser, and neither can joni. half holiday.
1,
y and the Division of Child
Securit
I
times
who
for Interviewer Examiner
as
but when I recall the
We hope Mrs. Myrtis Perry
Welfare will be compiled.
of
experience
another year's
plus
have heard my parents tell
has suffered from a severe cold
be equal to that of an
sitting on a stump or a doorstep several weeks, will soon he her
Merit System Supervisor Harrst which muse
t
er I; each year
Examin
ewer
Intervi
tests
the
and having teeth pulled withou cheerful self again.
that
ced
C. Martin announ
s school may
anesthetic, I know I'm weaker
It won't be long until fishing will be given for social workers of college or busines
year of exseen
a
for
uted
already
substit
have
I
my
be
.aohagain.
makes
ry
stenoe.
ers,
season
Since every Februa
interviewer examin
down.
$240
going
e;
tors
perienc
year
here
one
prospec
examsmother
a few
little octogenerian
ers and ,typists. The
It's amusing, that though we may will be given Monday through rrie
Clerk typist 1—high school gradolder, as well as it does Mrs.
ttose
of
;
names
old
the
dear
never learn
Emma Nance, and other
day at 8:30 a.m, at the Merit uation; typing 35 words a minute
year affer
the
people I ponder more about their who frequent our corner
System office in the Capitol Annex. each year of experience within
"Howdy
may be substituted for a
ability to assume the heavy duties year, we feel like saying
The positions to be filled, mini- last ten
ever meet
on; $130.
educati
of
year
g
which were their lot without bene- neighbor," everytime we
stintin
and
cations
mum qualifi
Clerk typist II—same as Clerk
fit of modern appliances, and them.
monthly salaries are:
plus one year's experience
though all old people feel useless
Social Worker II—two years of typist I
There are so many fine people
or a year of business
five
last
in
emwhen their energy is depleted, I
me
full-ti
we
college; each year of
in the world that only when
$150.
,
g;
trainin
in
wonder if we children will nut
years
ten
news ployment in the last
read the paper or hear the
Stenographer clerk T—hizh school
always draw on the memories of
is a job involving intimate contact
here
everyw
that
ed
remind
are
ion: 80 words dictation a
their strength, their teachings and
with the public in such fields as graduat
of
not like Concord.
; 25 words transcription
their experiences. Thus their usesocial work, teaching, employment minute
words
35
typing
;
minute
on.
a
on
and
on
dictati
lives
fulness
—CHATTERBOX
interviewing, banking, insurance,
minute: each year of experience
We are glad to have some sunnursing, personnel work, credit in- a
from
reports
be substituted for a year of
though
shine again,
tions, state, county and city may
vestiga
on; $150.
Michigan are not sunshiny. A
government, may be substituted for educati
Stenographer clerk .: II—same as
Michigan paper told of a school
one year of college: $210.
being snowbound and one tescher

Exams Are
Scheduled For
Jobs

Down Concord
Way

office or from the Merit System
office, here. They must be postmarked by midnight Feb. 12.
exPersons desiring to take the
apply
ams here next month may
of the examination.
the

Harmony Gone
I drUnk

N
A PRESENT AND AN INVITATIO

1

THE "MILD RECESSION" of the
peat few months means "the
consumer is no longer a forgotten man," Federal Reserve
Board Chairman William McChesney MartLn tells the Joint
Congressional Committee on the
Economic Report in Washington. Martin's attitude La "cautious optimism.'(international)

Read Our Classifieds

of
examines a Uruguayan knife, gift
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
Montevideo, president of
of
)
(right
Cibils
sa
Serrato
Joaquin
at the White House to Marais
Rotary International, shown calling
anniversary conventionlitot
golden
the
address
to
the President
May 1955. (International)
o,
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Rotary. Conven
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WITH NO HARMONY
Andy
their marriage, singers
d
and Della Russell are divorce
Della
in s Los Angeles court.
hi
(above) said he told her
wanted a divorce, that she made
and
him nervous when he sang,
live.
that he went to Mexico to
the
They sang together before
(International)
discord.
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BUNNY BREAD May Beco

BUNDLE

20lbs.

99e

With 3 Shirts
Finished 25c
Cash and Carry
dividually Washed!
Fast Service
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American Bakers Coop Members
e Bunny
Came To SeION
-WIDE SYMBOI
UNNY MAY BECOME NAT
Bonny as, Boma Nation-Wide Symbol
The hopping ''Bunny," well
known trade - mark for Bunny
Bread, may soon be hopping across
the
the nation as the symbol of
if
nation's most nutritious bread,
members of the Americas. Bakers'
Cooperative, Inc and Jack Lewis
reach a
af Bunny Bread of Anna
ments.
arrange
on
nt
agreeme
mutual
Members of the board of direcCotors of the American Bakers'
operative, Inc., with headquarters

le or loved one*,
Call to bring you
vOices melts the
measure of pleas-

and courteous,
specially lifter 6
Isn't there somehear your voice

located in Teaneck, .N. J., assembled in Chicago Sunday from many
points in the nation and came to
the home of Bunny Bread, for the
purpose of discussing this nationwide plan with Jack Lewis.
Jack Lange, executive secretary
for the Bakers' Cooperative, speaking for the organization, was high
in praise of the bakery and its operation, stating that Bunny Bread
Bakery is one of the most modern
and efficient bakeries in the midwest.

d
shown above with visiting members of the boar
is
)
left
reme
(ext
ry
Bake
d
Brea
y
Bunn
Jack Lewis of the
Lewis and
If agreement can be reached between Jack
ion.
orat
Corp
rs
Bake
ican
Amer
the
of directors of
will be us ed throughout the nation.
the Coop, the fabulous Bunny Trademark

Bunny Bread Bakerv has acquired quite a reputation fhr the rapid
expansion of the bakery and for
quality of products,- said Mr,
Lange. "Members of the Coopers-live have been interested in inspecting the bakery and learning just
how Mr. Lewis does this job so
efficiently! We are considering the
idea of nationalizing the trade-mark
'Bunny Bread' in our nation-wide
organization.
"Bunny Bread brings a good loaf
of bread to the tables of the mid-

west and the Bunny !rad? mark has
become a dramatization to the
public of a bread most desired
through the spectacular characterization of a domesticated animal, Thi- bunny, which it' so well known
to children.
"The Bunny Bread trade-mark,
as it is flashed across the screen,
as it appears on roadside signs and
on dealers' buildings, has become
the official identification of a loaf
of bread which is unexcelled in
nutritional value." stated Larne.

agreement is made with NIL Lewis
the "Bunny- trademark for Bunny
Bread will be used throughout the
nation wherever the ,Arneircan Bakers' Cooperative ; is represented. AT
advertisement for the best bread to
be produced in ;he nation.
Lange explained that the Bakers'
Cs.operatiye is a non-profit organization formed for the benefit of all
bakers, in order that they may cooperate with each other in the production of bread for the nation.
Participating in discussions on

the following
members of the board of directors;
C. W. Swanson, president, Worchester, Mass; William D. McIntyre, vice-president, Eau Claire,
Wis.; Ft. W. Payette, treasurer,
Burilngton, Vs.;„ John E:- binge,
secretary, Teaneck, N. J.; George
En.rich, Minneapolis, Minn.; C. S.
Van Vlack, Auburn, N.Y.; Clem
Harris, Johnston, Pa ; and Frederich B. Bryant, attorney, Ithaca,
N.Y.
arrangements were
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Mr. Lange pointed' out that the
secret of good merchandising is to
create a character which will
identify the product with the char-sem;-stating that Mr. Lewis' characterization of the bunny for this
purpose has appealed to the imagination of children and has created
a desire for Bunny Bread, a desire
hich resulted in a demand for
Bunny Bread when once its excellent taste and nutritional value are
realized.
111r. Lange stated that if definite
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the commission ts "walking in the
shadow line of personal judgment"
and is trying to "censor'. the
broadcasting industry by rewriting the laws in a way Congress
has refused to do.
Alfred McCormack, representing the American Broadcasting
Co., and Max Freund, attorney for
the Columbia Broadcasting System, backed him up.
By MILTON MAGRUDER
Freund said the Justice DepartUnited Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (1.11 — Are radio ment has failed to "prosecute."
and TV give-sway shows with and its position is consistent with
their shower of cash and prizes its "long-standing view that these
educational, entertaining or just programs do not violate the lottery law."
plain gambling?
Wollenberg said no "prosecuIn effect, that is what the Suprez}ie Court is trying to decide. tion" is contemplated, merely a
At issue are proposed rules of denial of licenses. Since this is the
the Fedetal Communications Com- commission's province, he said,
mission to outlaw as a lottery any the Justice Department is "neuprogram based mainly on chance tral."
and to deny licenses to stations
which broadcast them
I The nine justices heard two
hours of oral arguments Monday
in which attorneys for the FCC
and the three major networks hotly debate the vices and virtues
of both the, give-away and the
FCC proposals.
Diamand Rings
J. Roger Wollenberg, assistant
FCC general counsel, called give
iluutunteed nod Registered
aways "mass appeal came - on
Ftimnut fen Over 100 Yenta
games" dreamed up by advert'snig agencies to lure bigger audiences for stations and sponsors.
PARKER'91 JEWELRY
He said the proposed ban mereMarrero Oldest
ly follows the FCC's "nerndate
&nee 1195
from Congress" to keep the airwaves free of "lotteries and simiIhResell Albert Parker, Mgr.
lar schemes that are evil."
Paul Williams, National Broadororbor's Jewelry P1111100SI
cvaing Co. attorney, argued that

••••••
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M
NATO_
Monro
Ave,
1. 1942
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month
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday, February 9
Club will meet with Mrs. Coil
The Att,W will Meet Li WilSOD Otuilms at ten o'cleck.
• • • •
Halt at seven-thirty o elect.
• • • •
The hortn Murray Homemakets
• • • •
LAUD will meet with Mrs.aatIatal
The LiAa and Sunbeams of the itube at one-thirty o cloca.
Five Point baptist Misaiun will
Saturday, February 13
meet at the Baptist Student CenThe captain Wenaeli (Jury chapter at three-thirty u clock.
ter of Use Deugisters of use Ameri• • • •
can Revuiuuon will meet with
Circles of the WhaS of the First Mrs. W. P. Roberts at two-thirty
Baptist (-buret) will meet at two- a clock. Mrs. J
Petes son WILL
thirty o clout as lollows. 1
oe the cohostesii.
with
R.
W.
Churchill,
li
Min
• • • •
Mn. K C. Parker, Ill with Mrs.
Jesse Roberts, IV with MrS. rreci
Scaulta.
• • • •
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Murray Star' chapter No. 4.
Order ut the Eastern Star IA
meet at the Masonic Man at sev, fifteen u Utica. filliere a

meetini
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strati ,n
Wedr
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Revision Is
Needed For
Shakespeare -

Wednesday. February le
w...
The Arta ana Lialts
meet with Mrs. Kate Kira at nei
By JACK GAVE.F.
home. Mt Main Street, at two- uaggad pram" law/ caanaapaaaeas
thirty u ciack.
_NEW 14..etK di—ln this day
• • • •
of numerous min-and-wile teams
on television snows, it seems upllutniday, February 11
The Yuur.g Women s Liim. of the propilate to revise a famn.ar line
First Baptist Church will have a ut Shakespeareto read "It is a
dinner fleeting at the Woman Sa4lwase chiiu that knows his own 13
Club Houae .t six u Ciuci.. bus- mei—and mother."
Take the case (4 Barbara Britbands or Littler guests are manta.
• • •.
ton and Iticnard Denning. tor exThe Russells Chapel WSCS will ample. They are the tree Princihave an all day meeting begin- pais in -Mr. and Mrs. !emus the
ning at nine u clock in
au-tat sophisticated sieutrung series that
has just returned to the air on
etas. Bryan'Overcast. -at
network Tuesaay
Street. atemoe.s
SouthEina urged the NBC-TS
tp attena aria vis.U..rs ale weicums. warns.
Tway -arse_cery much married—
• • • •
The South Murray Homemakers but not to each other. Barbara 13
oe will Meet Wall Mn. Walter the wife of Eugene Czukat, Dick a
Wife is an actress, Evelyn Ank.ers.
r at out-thirty o Clues. .
• •
Each couple has. a child.
•
Manna Denning has • been told
Tile. Five &Point 1111Sahra arelt
the Difftrenct. between, reality aild
wi.1 meet M:th Mrs. dcw..rd
at '1411041•4000111t64111-74FAMIIMAllusw‘011111Mught-euesiiilto.atioliasdaut
(-Maar will be the taaaker. I someUmai she tsas ber Quiet:AA. She
• • • •
I cant be blamed because iier own
mother has piayea a VIllailflefoa. in
Friday. February 15
H . ttaramakers ,orhe episodes of the Exiles, aria

Shown At Meeting Of

Murray Branch AAUVV
The Murray Branch of the American Association of Univeraity
WULUU.1 wi4 meet TUt.SQ•ii evening at seven-Uurty o cluca in tile
projection ruoin at W iison hail on
use Murray bait& auliege campus.
The Arts Lortinuttee win be in
charge ot the pi()grub on tile
theme, -The Shuck of ktecogniUon or art in tile expression ot
numan personality.
A lecture ot tne program Will
DO tile movie, "Art and Seeing',
pruclucea oy metnoers tit Me Art
aiepartnaent, of the thilVellny 01
.114-111.11ebUt.4. a Lauer arts, drama anu
music will be diacussed us relation
to the pi ogi am theme oy Mrs. it.
It. Viououri, Mrs. Ann Lottrun and
Mr*. J. L. Winter, all members 01
the Arta Committee.
she has seen her lather protect
Barbara from Evelyn s mactimanuns.
stDennuig was
of the houses
the other day
running' over
laouse with a

_

"Daddy,- she called to him,
"your fake wife is on the phone.
Barbara's son, Teddy, is a little
more sophistnated about the fact
that his mother leads . double
-She gets paid for it," he explained.
Mom and pop earned their right
to get tan mail the hard way, but
the second generation just shows
up on television screens and the
leters pour in.

t

•••e•

•

•

Ozzie Nelson and his wife, Barnet Halliard, went through the
tough mill of the band oasineas—
he as orchestra leader, she as voealist—to build up the sort of
following that sits down and

lloot ow I

writes letters for autographs. pictures.' etc. They augmented their
following with latibr success in
movies and radio.
'But their suns. David, 17. and
Ricky. 13. had only to make one
Appearance oil "The Advantures'
in the TV version a coupl.: of seasons ago to start the mail rolling
their way
Not that the old folks are unhappy about the situation.
"The more popular the kids become, the better for us when we
retire and they have to support
us," said Ozzie.
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Weeks more of summer color
from flowering annuals can be
eajoyed in gardens by starting
plants under protection before
haezing weather ends.
The greatest gain in added
esauty comes from flowers that
glow slowly, taking as much as
ninety days to bloom from seed.
Most popular of these are snapdragons, petunias and asters,
whicit develop slowly to flowerize.
lie may ;leo be gained with
tender varieties, which might
be killed if sown in the garden
bettor* danger of frost is over.
Among these are acroclinlum,
dirnorphotheca, lobelia, marigold. petunia, phlox drummondi,
ecabioaa, verbena and zinida.
illemet peas, though hardy, can
be started early with acivantsge
If the semis are sown in plant
bands so the plants can be set
In the garden without disturbing
their roots.
Besides the gain in time, there
ars other advaateges Lam starting Sowers in . , ed boxes, even
If this is
-, autdaina when
so.vn directly
the peed coaid
in the garden. Better care can
be germ infant plants growing in
a box. The boxes can be kept
where It is convenient to water
them daily, and moved to shade
when the sun grows too hot.
All the seed sown In boxes can
he made to produce plants by
transpianting the seedlings to
other boxes while they are tiny.
Each plant can then be set exactly where it Is needed more
easily and accurately than where
seed is sown direct. The latter
course usually involves thinning
out plants with considerable
waste.
Tender, slow growing vegetables are usually started early
before their seed could safely
Tomatoes,
be sown outdoors.
„uppers. and egg plant for home
eardens are given this head
cart through most of the country. Cauliflower for spring planting, which must mature heads
before hot weather comes, requires an early start In most
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A cherry pie bake-off is as nor
ma! in Mississippi these days a;
it is in Michigan.
Six 4-1.1 club girls gathered re
cently in Jackson, Mississippi, ti
demonstrate their skill. The win
ner earned a trip to Chicago ant
the privilege Of entering the Na
•

14

aatasou . Gaeta
go.saaw

•

tional Cherry Pie Contest beinj
held this month.
We judges tasted six beautifu
lattice topped cherry pies ant
then added up our scores. Herr
is the winner.
Mississippi Cherry Pt.
No. 2 can red tart cherries
/
1
4 cup cherry juice
et cup sugar
3 tablespoons cornstarch
/
1
4 teaspoon cinnamon
teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon butter or
margarine
Pastry for two crest pie
Drain cherries, retaining one
fourth cup juice. Combine dry in
gredients in saucepan and stir it
cherry juice. Bring to rapid boil
Add cherries an:
risc WINNEK I
cook slowly. Stu.
geretly unit
thickened. Re•
move from heat
Add butter or
margarine and f
few drops red
coloring if yet

Seapirogoas.

•

Dwarf Petunias.

:Pe ft....
.4•t trir

en,
ibite

MAX H. CHURCHILL

Aster,

FUNERAL HOME

sections. Early cabbage. broccoli
and kohlrabi frequently receive
it.
For other vegetables little is
gained by setting out plants rather than sowing seed directly in
the garden row as soon as it is
safe to do so.

%perk!, Ambulation Service
EuleirePed W111i Oxygen

311 N. 4th St.

"THE FRUINDLY FUNERAL HOW

IN1

color. Cool.
Line eight-inch pan with pastry; add cherry filling. Form lat.
tice top. Bake in hot oven (450•P.)
ten minutes. reduce temperaturi
to moderate (350')'.) for twenty.
five to thirty minutes.
• Rich. sweet jelly pies are
Southern tradition.

Are

,

Transparent Jelly Pie

Weeks Away
with Double Pay1

1

unbaked 9-inch crust
kit cup butter or margarine
1 cups sugar
1 eggs
al cup currant jell/
/
1
4 cup licht cream 1
1 teaspoon vanilla
34 teaspoon salt
Cream butter.or margarine, add
sugar gradually.
Add eggs and
beat until
smooth. Beat in
remaining ingredients.
Bake in preheated oven
( 4 2 5 F ) ten
minutes. Reduce
heat to slow
(325*)'.). Continue baking fifty
minutes.
Cool completely before serving.
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and the use of an

Elegant New'54 Dodge!

40.(214_,
55, (.3(11111111.

40 Grand Prizes
TO CELEBRATE 40 YEARS OF DODGE
DEPENDABILITY!
(A GRAND RRIZ1 A DAY MR AO DAYS)

For The Man In Your Life

SUE AND CHARLIE'S
Restaurant

Murray, Ky. Phone OS
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Shows Are
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I Weeks of Garden Beauty
Added by Early Plants

Movie On Arts To Be
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY"

—Oult
$31114

* 2 weeks' venation for two anywhere in the
U.S.A.'
* All Mtp11111411 paid— meals, kohl's, rviorls,
our or train transportation!
* New '54 Dodge of your disposal fee the
two weeks!
* Dodos doubles your pay for the two weeks
you're away!
* An additional $500 "fun money" tospend
or save •s you pleas.!

U. S. Hwy. 68_Near Ky. Lake State Park
Aurora Road
Call 623-J

PL US • • •

TFLI

1000 cash prizos— 25 a day!

Dodge 40th Anniversary All-America Contest!
ma If ammo

•—a

— gets Aurt —
that's jest
touter"

4e,

THAT -STREETCAR' MAN
HAS A NEW DESIRE!

MARION BRANDO.TheWIIDONt
Marlon
a new
Wild (

Alan Ladd in
"Paratrooper"
in Technicolor

for a t
•

Johnny Weissmuller
in "K;Iler Ape"
with Carol Thurston

Biked a,
Poached Egg with Bread and Meat Hash
Danish Pastry
Coffee '
Tea
Milk
Here is a chill-chasing breakfast for the man in your life whom you
want to start out well fortified these winter mornings. You doubtlessly
believe, "as the morning starts, so goes the day." A breakfast such as
this one keyed around a bread and en-at hash helps him haves great day.
Topping the crisply-browned Bread and Meat Hash is a poached egg.
Hash is a wonderful protein team--meat and bread crumbs—needed to
keep one's endurance high all morning. Tops with the man of the house
is a rich breakfast roll from his favorite bakery.
liking is a freshly-halted apple. Core and peel a strip
Also to a
from around the apple to assure its keeping a good shape while baking.
Prepared the day previously, it may le reheated in the oven before
serving.
Bread sad Meat Math
I quart (2 pounds) ground.
2 teaspoon. salt
cooked meat
4 eggs, beatcn
a cup* soft bread crumbs
1 cup water
monn
inceed
,iry
onion
7.1 ctipiapsp
!a cup drippings or shortening
It
poached eggs
Combine meat, soft bread crumbs, onion, celery salt and salt. Blend in
beaten eggs and water. Press meat mixture into loaf pan and refrigerate
until firm,
To ssr,
e: Heat drippings in a skillet. Slice hash into 12 equal portions
and saute, turning it to brawn on both sides. Serve a poached egg with
each 2 !Tires' of ha5h•
arainlestaa

We have s tot to celebrate—and you're going to
celebrate -it with us!
We're celebrating the 40 great years -t3f Dodge in
America . . . 40 years of growth and development
and success.
We're celebrating the greatest Dodge -car in 40
great Dodge years—the record-breaking, historymaking new '54 Dodge.
We're celebrating the Dodge victory over all
"eights" in the Mobilgas Economy Run . . . the
196 official American records for performance,
stamina and endurance that this new '54 Dodge
shattered on the Bonneville Salt Flats.

The celebration is starting right now at every
Dodge dealership throughout the country—a contest a day for 40 days With 40 grand prizes!
You can be the Winner of 2 weeks away with
doable pay—a wonderful expensen-paid vacation
for two anywhere in the U.S.A.—with a brand new
40th Anniversary '64 Dodge at your disposal.

* NEWS FLASH from Indianapolis! *
More honors for America's most exciting new carl
The dashing '54 Dodge V-fl has been selected as the
Official Pace Car for the Indianapolis 500-Mile Race!

It's Fun! It's Easy to Enter! See Your Dodge Dealer Right Away!
4.

IrSur Friendly Doclge•Planouth Dealer brings tou—Uanny Thomas, ABC I. Bert rifle in "Break The Bank," ABC-TV. Roy Rogers, NBC

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
301 S. 4th Street.

Phone 1000
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FAST,SAFE Help
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CROSSWORD

Artcarved
Diamond Rings
Guotonteed and Regi•teted
Famous far Over 100 Yenrs

PARKER'S JEWELRY
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Let Your Basement Heat
Grow Plants for Garden
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FBI Has Tips
On Criminals
Well In Hand

FOR SALE
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•Parkees Jewelry
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the commission is "walking in the
shadow line of personal judgment"
and is trying to "censor" the
broadcasting Industry by rewriting the laws in a way Congress
has refused to do.
Aired McCormack, representing the American Broadcasting
Co., and Max Freund, attorney for
the Columbia Broadcasting System, becked him up.
CIDER
Freund said the Justice Departespongent
fire radio ment has failed to "prosecute."
ows with end its position is consistent with
nd prizes its "long-standing view that these
or just programs do not violate the lottery law."
Wollenberg Said no "prosecte
I the Suo decide. non" is contemplated, merely a
rules of denial of licenses. Since this la the
ons Corn- commission's province, he said,
ittery any the Justice Department is "neuin chance tral"
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Spring is iust around the corner.
I guess almost everyone has their
peas planted

Movies

Its ALINE MOSBY
The Rev. Alexander delivered a
SPIRIT OF 16
f.ric sermon at the Church.Grovi United Press SEMI Correspondent • DECATUR. Ill. 1P-A man in
•
.'hurch Sunday jporning• to *a
HOLLYWOOD 1.1s--Televiston has : Revolutionary War uniform strodt
large a.odierseer
bortnwrd glamour stars and old! up to the desk at a tibrTry her,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Clapp trans- films from the movies. ant 'row and 'asked the astonished Hanna,
where he could find information
. terred their membership. to .the video even has a Rin-Tin-Tin.
on
the Spirit V '76.
Chtn-ch Grove Church. Sunday
The latest star to join the list
The man turned out to be M..morning. We are glad to base caf screen celebrities switchinr to
rine recruiter Kenneth YOC•111
them with us.
TV is Rio-Tin-Tin IV, the arealdoing research for his pat in th.
great-trandson.
of
that
famous
canplay. -George Washingtair Step'
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Greenfield ine movie star
of the '20s.
.
,rid Carl Wayne. and Xt. and
Screen Gems. Inc.. announced Here.''
Mrs. Bill Greenfield were the shooting
•tuests of Mr and Mrs Johnnie TV films begins next month ,rn 26
Riley. Beene and Deenre. Sunday shepherd starring the new German
thespian. This makes
otterncon. -• .
Ain-Tin -Tin the first fourth generMrs. Leon, Anderson and Mrs. ation Hollywood
star, in history.
En nab sisite•I Mrs. Ar*el TV also
has annex another four
Haltom. Wednesday
feet actor. Lassie. But Bert LeonMrs. Iva -Johnson spent the ard. who
is producing the Hie,last two weeks with Mr and Mrs
WITH MUCH ADO about his pro- --seriere,--srapeareedirteireet
0005.21/1•tirm
5ll
posed
at the idea that his bright eyed
Merl( to restrict the President's
I nuticeci in the patter that Mr,
star will have any competition
treaty-making powers going on
and Mrs. Charley Grugett were Worn Lassie.
about him. Senator John W. ecelrbratiog their • golden wedding
"There's no comparison between.
Bricker
Ohio. presents an
nniveisary. February 7 1 wisn the
two dogs." he said "Rin-Tinattitude of solemnity as he
I could attend the celebration. I Tin always
has been known as a
rides the Senate subway to the
went to school with both of those dog of
action. Lassie is just a,
Capitol. He holds the Congt. tvaildren si years ago and have •well.
a : home dog
aional Record. aistensittiossal/
TeVer seen them since Ccmgratnta"This new Bin-Tin-Tin can do
••you Mr. and Mrs. Gaigett.
anything. He has strength. lntelliFence heart He can look sad. cry.
climb and jump."
The original Rin-Tin-Tin lied In
1932 after earning 6330.000 for his
NOTICE
master. He starred : in n pictiw-s
during his 10 years as a star. and
Hearing Aid Consultant
-s supported by such two footed
wore as Myrna Loy and Charles
From the M. D. Deneke Co. Established 16 years Farrell. He was credited with plat,Studio out of the red.
in Cape Girard.eau. Mo. Serving the hard of hearing. ingTheWarner
writer of the first Rin-Tin
Tin movie was Darryl F Zanuck.
Mr. C. Ivan Owens one of our representatives will '.rho
rose to become a vice presibe at Hotel NatirsTial in Murray, Wednesday, Febru- dent of 20th
Century Fos, and an
trapeze artist of note.
ary 10 from 9:00 aN. m. to 4:30 p. m. to give free amateur
In ra eeeedine generations of
140 POWER of Imaginauon
audiometric hearing tests and also to show and dem- Bin-Tin-Tin descendants, three
could possibly imagine the depuppies
have
been
named after the -struction that this bomb tit
onstrate the very West in all transister hearing aids. treat dog star. Bin-Tin-Tin
11 and
of," Rep Frances BolIncluding the famous Mak°. and AucEvox line Out TIT became movie actors and since capable
ton ,R t, Ohio. declares in
• aye perished The North Rin-lin
Washington after viewing -Opmany others. Also the world famous Zenith all Tin wispeared in onto one
eratlem Ivy," the flbn depletchire. -Ore Piece Bathing Suit.' ing the first H-bomb explosion
transister. We have a hearing aid to fit your hear
'so starring, the two towed Esther
at Eniwetok in the Pacific The
ing problem and your pocket book. Easy payment
re...before switching to TV. test took place in 1952, and the
plan available.
The 3-year-old do, actor lives on
film was shown to senators aRancho Rin-iln-Tin in Riversid.. renreseatatiyes Intr
son .
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South Benton TV Borrows
Noss
Glamour Stars
From

On His Way

I Ili er a II Ili t'lloir71

it TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Calif.. with his trainer Lee Duncan. A station wagon with hi,
name imprinted will take him ts,
the TV location, the set built ton
• movie. "Fort Apache." on nearby Corrigan Ranch. The TV stut, ies will be laid in 1880 on an Army
post and will co-star child actor
Lee Aaker. who played in "Hon

Your Hearing Is Our Business
•••• •••1••

EXCLUDED FROM THE U. S.

A & P SUPER RIGHT CHOICE i QUALffY

HEAVY CALVES

Come See
Come Save
At A & P

Cut From

RoundSteak
Round Steak
Sirloin Steak
Sirloin Steak
Porterhouse
Porterhouse
Chuck Roast
Chuck Roast
Stewing Beef
Stewing Beef

Heavy

SIOUX

Heavy Mature Beef

Cut

LB.

Froth

Heavy Mature Beef

LB.

Or T-Bone Steak, Cut from
Heavy Calves

LB.

Or T-Bone Steak, Cut from MaimMature Beef

LB.

(Blade Cut) Cut From
Heavy Calves

LB.

(Blade Cut) Cut from Heavy
Mature Beef

LB.
(Plate or Short Rib) Cut from
Heavy Calves
LB.
(Plate) Cut From
Heavy Mature Beef

LB.

Jumbo 48 Size

each loe

Firm Heads

BEE HONEY. Pure, 5-lb jar

bunches 35c
99c

1413; cello

APPLES, Winesaps

Sc

POTATO CHIPS

Jane Parker

Crisp

or Red Delicious, 4-lb. bag

49c
GRAPEFRUIT. (54 size, 3 for 25c) 8-lb. bag . 39c
ORANGES. Florida Valencia (176 size, doz.
35c
8 lb. bag
..
. ........
.
49c
SWEET YAMS, Puerto Rican, lb.
10c

bag :.2s

Big

1 -lb. box

Fresh

CINNAMON BREAKFAST ROLLS. pkg.
25c
GLAZED DONUTS, Jane Parker, pkg. of 12 ... 29c
BROWN 'N' SERVE ROLLS, plain. 2 doz. ... 29c
49c

Only

to"

LB.

Heavy Calves

APPLE PIE, Jane Parker, 8-inch size

11•1•11Y•

65e
79e
65e
79e
79e,
89e
35e
39e
15e
19e

LB.

Cut From

California, Jumbo Size, 2

CARROTS, Fresh California. 2
CABBAGE. New Green. lb.

,

Cut From

LETTUCE
BROCCOLI

Calves

17c

only

49c

WHITE,BREAD, Jane Parker, 20 oz. loaf, still
RAISIN BREAD, Jane Parker, plain, loaf ..

15c

PUMPERNICKEL BREAD, Jane Parker, loaf
SANDWICH COOKIES, 4 delicious Varieties
712 oz. pkg.

19c
I9c

••••••••

DON'T YOU BELIEVE rE

CR iPEFRUIT JUICE

GIVE US A TRY

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
605 West Main
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.

10c

BEETS, Whole or cut, (dozen $1.15), 16 oz. can 10c

Christopher L Allingham, 53, former British convict, an
wife Doris. 31, board a Bahamas-bound British
Overseas airways plane at New York's Idlest/ad airport after
being refused admittance to the U. S. on grounds of moral turpitude. Allingham denied, through his attorney, that he ever
dealt in American war surplus materials. Allingham had been
questioned at Ellis island 'by eohgeressional committee probing
t1 sp,,eition of surplus materals
(international Soundphoto)

SOMEBODY LOSE SOMETHING?
I

10c

Param-mst'Ovster hot
KETCHUP
Paramount Dillsnax
DILL PICKLES
Dried Pinto or Great Norther
BIG TOP BEANS
10-ounce Goblet
BIG TOP PEANUT BUTTER
Sweet
LIBBYS GARDEN PEAS

ALL SMILES

Phone 404

Campbells (dozen $1.15).

14 oz. hot
19c
Pint
19c
5 lb. bag
69c
41c
16 oz. can
19c

V.
46-ounce can

LIBBYS TOMATO JUICE
Golden Whole Kernel
LIBBYS CORN
Strained
LIBBYS BABY FOOD

BETTER ttian
hi9he5t priced
spreads
r>=14N
togri r v
Med•

29c
2 12-oz. cans
35c
5 jars
...
49c

With

16,

Banquet
2 16-oz. cans
BUTTER KERNEL PEAS
39c
Golden Whole Kernel
2 16-oz. cans
BUTTER KERNEL CORN
35c
100(i- Horse Meat
16-oz.,cans
PEAK DOG FOOD .
19c
2 16-ounce cans
PERK DOG FOOD
25c
1 pound carton
PARKAY OLEOMARGARINE .
31c
Krafts Cheese Food
2 lb. loaf
VELVEETA
. ..
89c
Plain
25-11). bag
SUNNYFIELD FLOUR ... .
$1.35
Butter Milk
2 pkgs.
PILLSBURY BISCUITS
25c

e

GIVEN_ AWAY

-C-COROX
BLEACH

SCHWINN

BICYCLE
Drawing Saturday, February 13
Nothing to buy Not necessary to be
present to win get tickets at the Murray A&P.

Bleaches - Deodorizes - Disinfects

cao;c•
bissd•

Fat'he*

*Oh 15,000
A

That's what Mrs. Melba Albers of
St Louis writes. Women in alLparts of Ole

QUART BOTTLE ...

.. 17c

1 2 GALLON BOTTLE

29c

GALLON BOTTLE ..

49c

Mild and Mellow
EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE
1-lb. bag 89c
3-lb. bag $2.61
Red Circle Coffee, 3-16. bag $2.64
1-lb. bag
90c
Pnkar Coffee 3-lb. bag $2.67
1-lb. bag
91c

-1)4.
./t

,U. S. ore telling us the somrthing ... in
unsolicited
letters that prove the cream in
Cream° Morgorin•

do's make

25c

82.95)

25c
PEACHES, lona, sliced or halves (case of 24 $5.85)
2 29-oz. cans
49c
PFARS, Mic.i,an B•rt; PLUMS, A&P Purple
(dozen 83.451 28-oz. can
29(

oasts, end •

yeas or

2 16-oz. cans

HOMINY OR SAUERKRAUT (case of 24
2 21-oz. cans

"elle0b 1• IIIIi

ad

$2"

Doz. cans
GREEN REAMS, Peas or tomatoes (Iona) Case of
24 $2.95)

CORN. Ions Golden or white (cream style)
dozen $1.15. I6-oz. can

TOMATO JUICE,
13 1
oz. can

19e

46-oz..can

TOMATO JJUICE, Iona (dozen $2.25) 48-oz. can 19c

We could advertise brand new 1954 Fords
to be delivered here in Murray for as low
as
$1698.02
We can actually deliver such a car but
most people would be more interested in a
1954 Ford Custom Tudor with Radio.
Heater and Turn S;gnals, completely lic.msed for 82100.00.
We are prepared to offer as much if not
more for your trade in than ever before.

Sweet or Nat.

a difference. Better tote it yourself.

HOT a man exploring depths of this trash receptacle in
Washingron, just a pair of boots someone left. Norene Micallef
(left) and Virginia Lowery get the idea.
(International)
N9, ITS

Distributed By
BOILLIN-HARRISON CO., Clarksville, Tenn.
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